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About This Game

He got close a few times, but never won the Trashpit Championship. As skilled behind the wheel as your father was, there was
something missing. Maybe it was instinct, maybe ferocity, or the hummingbird beat reaction times that success on the track

demands. Regardless, his racing days are over; that’s why he gave you the keys to his old truck and a little money to get started.
The future is now yours and you have a family legacy to uphold.

Stunning effects, amazing fire and hard racing with bullets - is that what you were craving for so long? Prepare to listen to the
burn-in noise of madly spinning tires at the start. Just get in a car and try to survive on the track. Be quick, be smart, be fearless
and the Trashpit Cup will be yours! Just don't forget to take a good minigun and couple of mines, the competition is anything

but friendly.

Features:
- 16 Race tracks.

- 2 Car types, 5 modifications.
- 5 Weapon types, 12 modifications.

- 20 upgradeable systems: Engines, Nitrous, Armors, Ammo Boxes etc.
- 3 AI opponents with unique style of action.

- Additional bonuses on a track.
- Race statistics awards.
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Title: Burning Cars
Genre: Racing
Developer:
Polynetix Studio
Publisher:
Polynetix Studio
Release Date: 31 Jan, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3, 7, 8

Processor: 1,5 Ghz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 7 family or higher

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

Additional Notes: PhysX driver required.

English,Russian
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While the game supports 4K resolution, the developer never tested it, the common "undersampling" of the screen area means
you can only move the mouse in the top left hand corner. This makes the game menus impossible to negotiate - basically the
game is unplayable.. Man the handling is the worst. I beat the full game in one hour but then again I'm really good at racing
games. The game is basically the spiritual successor to Rock N Roll Racing from the SNES.

TIP: Use the truck only; the buggy is unusable.

Nitro and landmines are the best items in the game.. I beat the full game in one hour but then again I'm really good at racing
games. The game is basically the spiritual successor to Rock N Roll Racing from the SNES.

TIP: Use the truck only; the buggy is unusable.

Nitro and landmines are the best items in the game.. love the game

i can only play with keyboard which i don't like to much, please add joypad also,

thanks. This looks like a russian kid's school project, and plays worse. Very poor controls for a driving game, awful SFX in the
menus, and no progression available it seems. Just a crappy truck that you can upgrade, but no other vehicles available afaik.
Very poor.. Phew Burning Cars...I play alot of games throughout a year and sometimes i'm finding some beautiful overlooked
gems amongs all the games out there...Burning Cars is NOT one of those...This game is a serious contender to the number one
spot of my most hated game 2015...This game is ridiculous, frusterating and awful in every way...Thank god there is ONLY 16
tracks in this...Now this would normally not be a good thing but in this game it IS a good thing...Everything is awful in this
game...It's so boring that i sleeped through 8 of the tracks and the other 8 i ate my keyboard in frustration, the graphic cut my
eyes to pieces and absolutly NOTHING is fun in this game...there are only 2 freaky cars in this game!? A truck and a Buggy...I
mean come on? And worst part is...There is a EASY and HARD mode...Fine i started with the hard mode and discovered a very
strange thing...Apparently The developers haven't heard that cars can actually turn...This shi t can't be for real!?...I was litterly
going 5 kmh through corners and STILL i had to reverse the car and SQUEEZE the car though a corner and THEN hit the
wall...My waterbottle have not flown so many times around my livingroom EVER!...I was *F*R*U*S*T*R*A*T*E*D* to the
limit...I was finally through the HARD mode with the last of my sanity and saw to my horror i had to do the whole thing in
EASY mode...EASY mode was really EASY mode for one f ucking reason...The cars could TURN!? So the developers has
chosen that the different between HARD and EASY mode should be that the cars can't turn in HARD mode???....WTF!? I
mean WTF!?!
With all this said...Yeah you can upgrade your 2 cars...Weapons, armor, nitro etc. but these things dosen't do jack for the game
and it's funess (is that a word?)...This game stinks in every aspect and it's so boring...The 16 tracks is in the same place just add
a few more corners and nothing else.
Please people...DO NOT BUY AT ANY PRICE...To be perfectly honest, do not gift the game to anyone and if it's gifted to you
delete it from your inventory.

My Judgement: 1\/10

Peace out Peeps!
. TLDR :
- Bad copy of Death Rally 96' or 2k12
- physics and handling are horrible, can't steer, glued tires
- weapons are not that exciting to use, you'll prefer to lay mines everywhere
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- only one big map reused with barriers and reverse mode to get 16 "different" races
- quiet easy achievements except the final one, still a doable 100%. At least, achievements are all working OK, good job about
that
- Steam cards, which is the only thing interesting in the game

This game is probably the worst of the genre, where the first Death Rally, released back in '96 is still a reference.
Even the most recent Death Rally, out in 2012, which was quiet bad, looks good compared to Burning Cars.

First, the story : there is none. Just read the "story" on steam page, that's it. So its a championship taking place in an open-air
sewer island, with radioactive waste. You get to drive a trash truck against 3 other drunk bums, shooting and ramming on each
other to get first place, get money and points for the 16 rounds of the championship. Now the weird part, the game is called
Burning Cars, buts it's not really about cars, only trash trucks and flying buggies.

Those vehicles are armed with various stuff from shotguns to mines dispensers, and nitro, and upgrades. That's for the
"Burning" part of the game, you'll often catch on fire driving in those green slimes and from opponents attacks.

About the racing aspect, it's the most tedious and masochist part of the game. Driving those things feels like there is no steering
wheel, its a pain to take a turn, like if the tires got glues on the concrete. No handbrake or brake at all to take some drifts in the
tight turns. You're lucky if you don't hit a barrier that will throw you into the sky or in reverse direction, especially with those
buggies. The walls are also glued, because if you come too close from them, good luck to get off it. Easy tournament let you
restart a race, so hopefully you can make it first place, as the opponents are sometimes dumb as hell and got stuck in a wall.
Nothing more to add about the gameplay, it's just horrible. Take a careful look at the trailer video on Steam store, it'll show you
all the pain you will get about the no-steering and flying on wall thing.

Thankfully, the achievements are quit easy to accomplish, the most frustrating is the hard tournament which will accept no
failure, because you can't restart the race when it turns bad, or you go above a barrier or even out of the map, falling in the black
void forever... There is steam cards too, but it's only to grab some money they won't make from selling the game itself.

Its a real shame because graphics are ok, of only physics was good, with more environment variety, and a multiplayer mode.
Don't get this game, unless you get it in a bundle, its pure pain and frustration for a masochist price. You've been warned.
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This could be a great game and the graphics are nice and it's small in size (only 73mb) but unfortunately I have to put the
infamous [UNPLAYABLE] stamp on it. It features really bad controls and some useful keys cannot be bind. It feels more like
racing on the track walls than anything else. There is no hud info on your current racing position. A lot of times the A.I. is
stubbornly trying to drive through the walls and waste a ton of time to do. Due to bad AI there is no real challenge. The space
key says Jump but all it does is suddenly halt your vehicle even in the air. If features races and when you done it's over. It's just
weird gameplay all around, and tge gameplay does not resemble a racing game at all. Too bad, because a lot of effort went into
the design of the game, but not much into polishing the gameplay itself. It's basically unplayable, so not recommended.. An okay
game.
The game is actually fun on easy. However (and this is a BIG however) On hard (as there are only two dificulty levels) The
game become pretty much unplayable. The games so-called realistic car physics make the game unplayable. Steering is lousy
and unresposive at the best of times and this becomes more of a problem given that your vehicle gets hung up on every sudden
change in the course. If you get turned around (and you will be a lot) You'll most likely of lost whatwver lead you had by the
time you start to face the right direction.
  I actually had to drive backwards for 3/4 of a lap just to come in 3rd. If you get knocked off the track (durring a pile up on a
corner most of the time) you wont be able to get back on it. and killing yourself with your own mines won't help either. you can
drive until you fall off the map entirly (which wont kill you by the way) the only way to get back to the game is to quit. There is
no retry on hard so you'll automatically get 4th for that race. If you are looking for a casual racing game I'm sure you can find a
better game elsewere. or at least one that dosen't feel like a like self abuse.
  But like I said before. On Easy. The game is sorta fun.. The game is very short - took me 1 hour to complete for the first time,
on hardest difficulty by the way. Handling is frustrating, especially on faster car which you need to buy anyway, it dosen't turn
while pressing gas pedal. On that car gameplay consists of bouncing off invisible walls all the time. Often you fly off the track
and have to retire the race. And, most importanly, Burning Cars just isn't fun.. love the game

i can only play with keyboard which i don't like to much, please add joypad also,

thanks. The game is very short - took me 1 hour to complete for the first time, on hardest difficulty by the way. Handling is
frustrating, especially on faster car which you need to buy anyway, it dosen't turn while pressing gas pedal. On that car gameplay
consists of bouncing off invisible walls all the time. Often you fly off the track and have to retire the race. And, most
importanly, Burning Cars just isn't fun.
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